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GRE and GPA in the Graduate School Application Process 
Prepared by Lin Wu, Ph.D. 

(lwu@cpp.edu) 

 

Q: What is GRE? 

A: Graduate Record Examinations. The official site http://www.ets.org has the logistic information about 

GRE. Be aware that there are many unofficial sites wanting to sell you their products – some of them are 

good, some of them are not - I would suggest that you start with the official site so you have the accurate 

information to begin with. The general GRE tests verbal, quantitative reasoning and writing skills. 

Revised GRE started Aug 2011 with Verbal and Quantitative Reasoning scores range 130–170 (before Aug. 

2011 scores range 200-800).  The Analytical Writing scores range 0 – 6. With the new score-select option, 

you have the choices of sending scores from one test date or all tests you took 

(http://www.ets.org/gre/revised_general/about/scoreselect/ ).   

Q: Is GRE required? 

A: It depends on the schools and programs. Some schools and programs require or recommend all 

applications to submit their general GRE scores; others require applicants with relatively low GPA to 

submit GRE scores. 

Opinions about taking GRE varies, some suggest that with GRE scores, you may have more options in 

selecting schools and programs; others suggest that if you have a strong GPA and/or if the programs you 

apply do not require GRE, don’t take it (some took it said that it was not a good experience) . 

Q: What are acceptable GRE scores? 

A: Most of the schools or programs that required GRE do not have specified minimum score requirements. 

Acceptable scores vary with school, program, application pool, and other application materials you 

submitted, such as your GPA, statement of purpose, course work, recommendation letters, etc. When GRE 

scores pass a certain level, other factors play more important role in admission considerations.  

Q: When should I take GRE? 

A: Check the schools’ application deadlines and the test dates from http://www.ets.org. Plan and prepare 

your test well ahead of the deadline. 

Q: How do I prepare for GRE? 

A: You should have already possessed the knowledge and skills and there is no point to spend excessive 

time and efforts preparing for the test. However, getting familiar with the test patterns and logistics well 

help you to demonstrate your academic knowledge and skills effectively, so work through some of the GRE 

test preparation books and/or classes would help. 

Q: What is an acceptable minimum GPA for graduate school application? 

A: It depends. Some schools or programs do not have a required minimum GPA and others do. Most of the 

programs would not accept less than 3.0 GPA; however, there are always exceptions. I’ve seen several 

students with less than 3.0 GPA accepted into graduate programs. For highly competitive programs, you 

need more than 3.5 GPA.  

Q: Currently, I do not have as good of a GPA as I wish to have; do I still have a chance for graduate school? 

A: Yes. By improving your GPA, preparing your application well, getting a good GRE score, and selecting 

programs carefully, you still have a good chance to get into a graduate program, assuming that the low GPA 

does not reflect your current academic preparation. 

Q: What can I do to improve my GPA? 

A: Make sure that you do well on all your courses from this point on. Repeat courses and file grade 

replacement request to replace some poor grades. You have 16 units limitation to replace low grades (F’s 

and D’s). These must be the same CPP courses (you can’t take a community college course to replace a CPP 

course for grade replacement purpose). Take more courses that enhance your academic skills or interests 
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that you know you can do well in these courses. You can take these courses from community colleges or 

CPP. 

Q: What can I do to prepare my application to address a soft GPA? 

A: Note: these suggestions may or may not fit the specific program you apply or your specific situations. 

Include the following in your application statement or letter: point out a strong subset of GPA (e.g. you did 

well in a particular subject area; you did well in a particular program or school; you improved significantly 

in later years; …); emphasize other things that demonstrate your ability and preparedness for the program 

(e.g. experiences, strong GRE scores, research and publications, etc.). Depend on the situation, you may or 

may not want to explain the reasons why you had a soft GPA. You should also ask professors who know 

you well to write strong support letters for you. 

Q: Want should I look for when selecting programs if I have a soft GPA? 

A: If you have a less than ideal GPA, you may have a better chance to get into a program that fits your 

strengths and experiences the best and one that is less competitive. On the other hand, I would encourage 

you also to apply programs that fit your education goals the best, regardless of the competitiveness, in 

addition to the less competitive programs. 

 

Let me know if you have comments or suggestions. Or other things related to GRE or GPA I should have 

addressed. lwu@cpp.edu 

 


